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The days of Grausz, Bassett, Bertlin, Goldmanis politics should be over. I felt there was a new beginning while on 
Council a�'d then last summer observed quite a few manipulations of the system. This Council has the opportunity to 
redkfine the·City Council and the City manager have the opportunity to operate with integrity. This is something that 
hasn't happened for years. 

Please take this complaint seriously Mayor Wong and ensure the city follows all the appropriate protocols along with the 
Deputy Mayor and Deputy Deputy Mayor(?). If Commission Member Lucia Plrzio-Blroli is exonerated of the complaint, 
I would be surprised. The developers themselves told me they hired her and the final deliverable is due to them on July 
6th. I spoke at length with Mark and he was very specific. I let him know my thoughts and feelings about hiring Lucia 
and let him know this wasn't the smartest way to ingratiate himself with the community. Furthermore, I let him know 
that Lucia is well known for not representing the interests of the community as she has ignored feedback consistently, 
continued to push for l.:irge scale development and pushed for what I call developer giveaways. During the 
conversation, Mark alluded to the fact that he was seeing some of her biases during presentations/discussions. This is, 
and has been, the ongoing problem with Mercer Island's departments, boards, council members and commissions for 
years. Too many things were done behind the scenes and out of the public's eye. Just like the famous Dan Grausz 
Whole Foods Facsimile that came in during a meeting to try and persuade Islanders to buy off on the Hines project or 
the intense pressure from Sven Goldmanis to push council members for big development. This type of behavior has to 
stop. Everything needs to be done above board and council members, board members, and commission members have 
to operate without impunity. I just don't get it, how in the world would Lucia Pirzio-Birolli ever think taking money or a 
job from a developer actively pursuing a development on the island would be ok? 

Bio, Mr. Mayor, City Manager Bon, or Chief Holmes, please try to bring honor and integrity back to the Council and 
investigate this complaint. If she didn't do anything wrong, then so be it, but the matter must be investigated and 
investigated quickly. 

Respectfully, 

Tom Acker 
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